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The occupatiol measure identify is used to derive the expected waiting time tot the first 
occurrence ofa fixed finite pattern in a sequence of observations generated by an ergodic Markov 
chain. 
hitting times * occupation measure * sequence patterns 
1. Introduction 
In [5] Shuo-Yen R. Li has given a martingale argument to derive the expectation 
of the number of i.i.d, experiments required to observe agiven sequence ofoutcomes 
for the first time. In this way he has generalized some results on the duration of a 
search for a fixed pattern in random data. Further developments under the i.i.d. 
hypothesis can be found in the same paper as well as in [1], [2] and [3]. Another 
recent result in this line is in [4]. 
Here the i.i.d, hypothesis i replaced by the weaker assumption that the experi- 
ments form an ergodic Markov chain. Then Li's result [5, Lemma 2.4], with or 
without an initial state prescribed, follows from Theorem 3.1 below. The similarity 
of this theorem and Li's is particularly evident under the assumption of Corollary 
3.2 that the chain starts at the last st~:~e of the sequence. 
The proof makes use of the occupation measure identity for Markov chains [6, 
Theorem 3.5]. 
2. Number ot repetitions o| the first state of a given pattern 
before the entire pattern occurs 
Let J be a countable set of states, let J2 be the space of all sequences of states 
and let 5 be the usual product or-field generated by the sequence X = {X,, ; n ~ O} 
of the coordinate maps X,, : .Q -~ J. 
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Let P={P( i ,  j); i, j e  J} be an ergodic transition matrix and, for each state i, let 
P~ be the probability on (.0, o ~) which makes X a Markov chain with initial point 
i and transition matrix P. 
Given a finite sequence of states S=( jo ,  . . . .  /'~) such that P( jk_ l , jk )>O for 
0< k ~< m, let F be the event (Xo =jo, . . . .  X,,, = j,,,) and let 0, :J~ --> ~ be the n-fold 
shift map. 
With this notation and with 1F standing for the indicator function we have 
=~'P(Jo, jl)""" P(jm-,, j,~) if j=  Jo, 
E~IF (1) (o otherwise. 
We also have 
l l -  ° 0n = l (X,,=io ..... X.  .... =j,.~" 
The first-occurrence time of S is the r.v. 
T=min{k  1> m; IFOOk_,~ = 1} 
and it is a finite stopping time for the chain X. This definition yields 
I ' - - !  1" - - I  
E lt:oO,,= X (2) 
t| - ( t  tl : ] ' - -m 
The number of occurrences of jo before T is the r.v. N defined bv 
I '--t 
E I I X,, :, j,,, 
t! ~(|  
and, according to [6, Theorem 3.5], the pre-T  occupation measure identity for the 
chain starting at i is 
""-' yoO, = E E, YE, Y.. lt.x.,=i~ (3) 
0 j~ d n =0 
where Y is any nonnegative r.v. on (~, ,~). 
With 3( j .  . . . . .  j~:i,, . . . . .  ik) signifying the product for s=0 . . . . .  k of the 
Kronecker deltas with indices ]~, i,, we prove 
Theorem 2.1. For every initial point i 
n l  
E,N= Y P{j,,,j[) ' " "P (A - l , j k ) t3 ( jo  . . . . .  Jk;I,,,--~ . . . . .  j,,,) 
k=l  
Proof. We evaluate the expectation of the left-hand side of (2) by using (3) with 
Y = It and the equation (1). Hence we obtain 
(" ) E, v 1,:o0, =P( j , , . j , ) . . .  P(j,,,_,.y;,,)E,N. (4) 
r! =1) 
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We now extend the chain X backward in time so that it is ~tationary and compute 
the expectation of the right-hand side of 62) using the strong Markov property as 
follows: 
7'-I ) m-I  
G r~ l~oOh = Y 
h = m h =0 
G(I~°OT+.-,.) 
m-I  
Y. 
h = (l 
E, (E (1F  o Or .h - . ,  I XT - . . ,  . . . .  XT) )  
r t t -  1 
Y 
h =0 
E, (  E (  I Fo  O,, ., IX - - , .  = ]'. . . . . .  Xo  = j . , ) )  
t? l  -- | 
=2 
h=O 
E(1Fo On ]Xo =jo . . . . .  Xm =j. , )  
m- 1 
E 
h =0 
P~ X,,  = j .  . . . . .  x , ,  .,,, = j . ,  I x , ,  =/ ; ,  . . . . .  x . ,  = j . , )  
P l l  - 1 
E 
h = 0 
P( J , . - , , .  ].,, , ,+1)" " " P ( ] ; . , -1 ,  j , , , )&( j .  . . . . .  J',,~ ,,; ]) . . . . . .  1;,,) 
~;a' P ( jk , J k+, )  " " " P ( ] ; .  , , j , . , )3 ( j~ ,  . . . . .  j k ;  j,,,--k . . . . .  j ,.,). 
k=l  
The p~oof is completed by combining this last result with (2) and (4). 
3. The main result 
Let T1, T2 . . . .  denote he  successive hitting times of Jo by X. We now prove 
Theorem 3.1. For ever)' initial point 
E ,T  = EiT1 - Ej,,,T~ + h), T, (• + 6( j.; 1;,) - 6(jo; i)) 
where a is the value of ld, N giver, by Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. Define N, by' 
N + 1 ~.x, =j,,~ - l ~x,,=~,,~ 
so Theorem 2.1 takes the form 
E iN ,  = ,~ + 3(j.; j,,,) - 6( j~; i). (5) 
Since the events (N .>n)  and (T,,+t~ T) are identical, it follows that N .  is a 
stopping time for the sequ nce 7"2- T~, T3 - T2,. •. of independent r.v. with common 
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expectation Ej, Tm. Therefore Wald's equation gives 
N, 
E~TN.+, = E,T~ + E~ ~ (T,,+~- I",) = E~T, + E~N.Ej, ,T,.  
n=l  
Let ~r  be the usual o--field associated with T. Since 
TN.+ i -- T = TI ° Or, 
the strong Markov property shows that 
E,( TN.+, - T)  = E , (E (  T,o OT ] "g'T)) = E~( E.x.TT~) = Ej,,.T,. 
The theorem now follows by combining this last result with (5) and (6). 
The ergodicity and Theorem 3.1 yield 
Coroll~,c'y 3.2. Let P( .  ) be the stationary distribution, then 
E,,,, r = oLP( jo)- ' 
(6) 
4. Conclusion 
Denoting by E the expectation operator when the initial distribution is the 
stationary distribution P(-) ,  it follows from 3.1 that 
ET = Z P ( i ) I :qT  = ET ,  - Ej , ,T,  + Ej, T,(o~ + 8(jo; j,,,) - P ( j , , ) ) .  
I ' - J  
(7) 
We will now recover Li's result in two simple versions; namely with or without 
an initial state i prescribed. 
In the first situation Li's i.i.d, random variables Z,, Z2 . . . .  must be the r.v. 
X1. X2 . . . .  of our chain X. which now has the transition matrix of ZI, Z2 . . . .  and 
initial point i. Since with any initial distribution the expectation of T, is P(jo) -~ and 
since now 
'" ) 
a=P( j . j (  Y p( j , , ) -t  . . . p( jk)  '~(j,, . . . . .  jk;1,,:-k . . . . .  j,~) --8(jo; j,,,), 
\ k  =0 
l .emma 2.4 in [5] follows from Theorem 3.1. 
When Li does not assume any initial state, the r.v. Z~. Z2 . . . .  must be our r.v. 
X,,. X~ . . . . .  only now the initial distribution is the stationary and common distribu- 
ti(m P(. ). Moreover. when referred to Zt, Z2, • . . ,  the waiting time for the sequence 
S to occur is T+ 1. because it is T when referred to X0, X~ . . . . .  Now using (7) it 
is easy to see that 
rt! 
E(T+I )= Y P( j , )  ' ' ' ' P ( j k )  '8(j,, . . . . .  Jk;l',,,-~ . . . . .  j,,) 
k =(I  
in agreement with Lemma 2.4 in [5]. 
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